
Interclub 22 September 2017

As usual, today's Interclub provided us with a number of intersting, some quite challenging, deals. 
There are bound to be many and varying results, especially between the Open, Intermediate, and Junior
sections. I will do my best to cater for all in my reviews, and hope that the Intermediates and Juniors 
will learn and benefit from the analyses. Not all the Open players will agree with what I say and they 
are welcome to voice their opinion. And anyone who has a question is welcome to email me and I will 
do my best to help if I can. 

Board 3: I would expect that most Open pairs would get to 4S with the NS hands. For the Intermediates
and Juniors, 3S or even 2S is more likely. That is because the Open players will be more aware of the 
value of bidding marginal games when playing teams bridge. I expect the bidding to start with 1D from
South, 1S from North and 3S from South. Despite only a six count, North  should consider going on to 
game, and that is also despite a void in diamonds, South's suit. 4S should make exactly, though Deep 
Finesse says that you can make five. Be satisfied if you a) were in game and b) made it!

Board 6 Dealer E EW Vul  
♠ A43

                  ♥ 54

                                ♦ Q8752

♣ K63

♠ J97 ♠ K108652

♥ 963 ♥ AK107

♦ 64  ♦ AK10

♣ AJ1092 ♣ 

♠ Q
                  ♥ QJ82

                                ♦ J93

♣ Q8754

Board 6: This time, an easy game for EW. Most pairs these days play “5 card Spades” so when East 
opens 1S, West has an easy raise to 2S and this should be enough for East to bid directly to game. The 
number of possible losers shrinks rapidly when West has at least three card trump suport. Declarer will 
almost certainly take the proper view in the trump suit and lose to the singleton queen with South. On a
club lead, how should declarer play in  4S? Did you see the danger of winning the first club in dummy 
and then running the jack of spades? If South has AQx and takes out all the spades declarer will have 
two more losers in the red suits. The correct play on a club lead is to win the ace discarding a heart, 
then play three rounds of diamonds, ruffing the third, and only then play on trumps, losing two trumps 
and a heart. 



Board 9 Dealer N EW Vul  
♠ 5

                  ♥ 32

                                ♦ AQ2

♣ QJ108542

♠ AK10963 ♠ Q74

♥ KJ ♥ 10954

♦ K53  ♦ 10974

♣ K6 ♣ A3

♠ J82
                  ♥ AQ876

                                ♦ J86

♣ 97

I expect that most Norths will open 3C, a perfect preempt. After that I expect that most Junior and 
Intermediate Wests will bid 3S which East will pass. The Open EW pairs might be more aggressive, 
leading to some interesting results. The way I treat preempts is as follows: the average preempt will 
have 7-9 points. If I have 17, which is what West has, I expect the other two hands to have an equal 
division of points, hence East can be expected to have abut 7 or 8 and with a bit of luck may have 
more. I would therefore take a punt with the West hand and bid 4S rather than  just 3S. To bid 3S is 
giving up a reasonable play for game if partner has as few as 7 or 8 points in the right places but doesn't
feel like going on to game.

What would happen in a 4S contract by West? I'm guessing that in the Open section, careful play by 
defenders will defeat 4S but in the Intermediate and Junior sections 4S will probably make because the 
Open players won't open the diamond suit and sit back and take three diamond tricks when declarer has
to open the suit himself. The lower grades are much more 'immediate trick' conscious and will probably
allow declarer to make the one diamond trick needed. Maybe even when he leads from hand towards 
dummy's diamonds and North goes up with the queen ansd cashes the ace. Good defence  is all about 
taking all your possible tricks, and can be extremely rewarding at teams. I would love to know the 
results on this deal.



Board 16 Dealer W EW Vul  
♠ J1096

                  ♥ 52

                                ♦ 854

♣ 10632

♠ K8742 ♠ AQ3

♥ QJ83 ♥ 9764

♦ 2  ♦ A1076

♣ K74 ♣ 95

♠ 5
                  ♥ AK10

                                ♦ KQJ93

♣ AQJ8

After three passes, South does not have a good enugh hand to open any more than 1D though some will
open either a strong 2C or their version of 2D (UGH), and some may take a punt on the spades and 
open 2NT (even worse). After 1D, West will overcall, or might even make a cheeky takeout double. 
South will no doubt compete in diamonds but how far can he go? If EW bid to 3H, South could well 
double for penalties. You can now have fun working out how 3H can be made, and I do wonder how 
many Souths played in 1D making three and how many EW pairs competed to 3H. That, I suggest, 
despite South's huge hand, should not be doubled, because North is marked with absolutely nothing and
the double would tell declarer how to play the hand. If declarer is Deep Finesse, that would spell 
disaster for South because a doubled into game contract that makes will lose an absolute  bundle of 
imps!

Board 18: How often is a hand that can make slam actually passed out? That is possible on Board 18 
though I would only expect that in the Junior section. Some Souths may not think the hand should be 
opened (“only ten points”) but with that shape the 'rule of 20' tells us that it is a legitimate 1H opener. 
That will lead to a possible raise to 4H by North but even if North raises to only 3H, South has enough 
shape to go on to game. But if South passes, as does  West, North may well pass the hand out. Quite an 
amazing hand this one, with 6H making for NS but passed out in some cases. I find that hard to believe 
and really would like some feedback as to whether this deal was ever passsed out!

 
Board 19. Sometimes it is important to know when, and how, to stop.  South should open 1D, snd 
North bid 1S.  South should rebid 2D, not 2H, which is a reverse. North can happily bid 2S in the 
knowledge that South will PASS. Junior players note: a REBID in the same suit at the two level does 
not show any extra values. Very necessary to know that, and also to know what a reverse is.



Board 20 could provide quite some excitement. West opens 1S ansd North overcalls 2C. East bids 4S 
but what should SOUTH do? South might say; “I have only five points” and pass. But what about the 
distribution? Such a great club fit and two singletons should persude South to bid 5C. It is now up to 
EW to guess that 5S is better than doubling 5C. East's five spades and 11 points should solve the 
problem. While the adage that “the five level belongs to opponents” may be true most of the time, I 
think this time it is better to bid 5S, but there could be quite a few swings occurring on this deal.

Board 22 gives us a good example of the “Truscott” convention. East opens 1D and South doubles. If 
playing TRUSCOTT, West bids 3D rather than just 2D. The Truscott convention goes as follows: after 
a double, a single raise in the suit shows trump support and fewer than 6 points. A double raise to three 
shows 6-9 points and trump support , and 2NT (NOT to be forgotten) shows a normal raise to three, i.e.
10-11 HCP. A very useful convention. Did you play in 3D or allow NS to play in 2S? In fact if East 
likes West's 3D bid, East might take a punt at 3NT and that is extremely difficult to defend. Deep 
Finesse will no doubt beat 3NT but I suspect quite a few of the top pairs could be in 3NT and make for 
a great result for their team.

Board 24. Dealer W Nil Vul  
♠ 96532

                  ♥ KJ543

                                ♦ 4

♣ QJ

♠ A ♠ KQ108

♥ Q ♥ A107

♦ Q87532  ♦ AK

♣ K9763 ♣ A542

♠ J74
                  ♥ 9862

                                ♦ J1096

♣ 108

The final hand of the night could end up in any slam when West opens 1D. If North passes (see later) 
East bids a quiet 1S and when West rebids 2C East might settle for a conservative 6C though would be 
sorely tempted to continue and ask for kings, and when finding West with only one, settle fot 6NT. Yes,
there are thirteen tricks there for the taking if done in the correct order, but bidding grand slams at 
teams is fraught with danger and should be avoided unless you can be almost 100% sure that you can 
count thirteen tricks. This grand slam depends on too many good breaks to warrant bidding it but no 
doubt a number of optimists will bid to 7NT or 7C. I wonder how many EW pairs will fail to bid the 
small slam. No Open pair or Intermediate pair is my guess, but the Juniors may struggle to get there. 
There could be a further complication to consider. If NS are playing the “Michaels Cue Bid” as most of
the advanced players do, North may well bid 2D (weak and both majors) when West opens 1D. I 
wonder how EW would continue after that? Doubling NS in 2H will certainly produce a big plus but 
will it be big enough to beat he score for a slam, and nobody that I know would play a double of 2H as 
penalty anyway. A few things to think about!



I hope the review has been of help. I would welcome any feedback and your support for  my book. 
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